THE PLAYERS
Four Different Types of Players
All Players are not created equal, nor do they wear a big “P” branded on their foreheads. They
basically fall into four main groups. The primary differences between the groups are …
Pathological Incorrigible Malevolent Playa (P.I.M.P.)
The Playas in this group are aggressive, fanatical, and ruthless in their pursuit of wealth and capital. There
is no trick too low or risk too high for the Playas in this group. They know…
Passive Opportunistic Playa (P.O.P.)
This group is the most popular and constitutes the largest number of Playas. They don’t actively set out
with a goal of preying on the vulnerable and unsuspecting; rather, they are Playas of opportunity. Due to
their stature…

And Two More!

Meet the Players
The Courts
One of the prettiest buildings of the slave trade was in Senegal Africa and called ‘La Maison des
Esclaves’. It had an attractive arched door that led straight to the Atlantic Ocean. Through that
stately and awe-inspiring portal, it is estimated that tens of thousands of slaves were packed onto
waiting ships. Similarly, Black men today are lead through the attractive portals of the court
system and packed into ungodly conditions in an unrepentant prison system that is becoming
increasingly commercial. Like déjà vu, we are once again witnessing opportunists enrich
themselves on the labor of Blacks in shackles….

The Schools
Black boys don’t tune out teachers because they are less intelligent. They tune them out because,
as early as 9 nine years old, these babies are already viewed as a threat by an almost all-female
cadre of teachers. They are labeled with ADHD and placed in Special-Ed at a higher rate than
other populations. Is this a coincident? Are they are simply being played at an early age and set
up for the alley-oop. Their parents are often oblivious, since …

Private Industry Employers
Since Blacks own fewer successful businesses than whites and other races, Blacks are more
likely to seek employment outside the community. This setup is ripe for debilitating anxiety
among Blacks.
Due to cultural conditioning, whites and other races are less likely to empathize with Black
plight, and are more likely to feel threatened by Black peers and subordinates, especially Black
males. As a result, a Black male, is more likely to experience employment denial and/or
premature employment termination regardless of his …
Santa Claus
I never believed in Santa Claus because I knew no white dude would come into my neighborhood
after dark.
-Dick Gregory
Santa Claus, also known as St. Nick, is consumer exuberance personified. By infecting the
malleable minds of children with an insatiable desire for gratuitous largesse, and by displaying a
remarkable capacity for dispensing parental guilt, this mythical elf has almost singlehandedly
guaranteed of the furtherance of derelict spending.
Santa Claus is a supposed goodwill ambassador and the embodiment of good cheer. Seldom has
perception and reality been further apart. Instead he is the distributor …
The Church
Beloved, follow not that which is evil, but that which is good. He that doeth good is of God; but
he that doeth evil hath not seen God.
-The Bible
The presence of idolatry and false prophets has given the Church a bad name. Many people with
personal agendas, who are not called by God, take cover under the cross. Due to the scarlet letter
painted on anyone who questions or challenges the obvious improper behavior of these
opportunists, many are given a free pass. The role of the Church in Black America’s financial
conundrum is complicated by …
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